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This meeting will outline a charter and activities for a New England Arctic Network (NEAN), following the findings and recommendations of the March 2018: “NNA Convergence: Preparing for a Northwest Passage: a Workshop on the Role of New England in Navigating the New Arctic.” The primary objectives are to:

1. Draft a NEAN vision and charter
2. Determine format, topics, and hosts for future NEAN activities
3. Identify specific research themes and projects to initiate convergent collaborations

The goal of the regional, multi-institutional NEAN effort is to develop the capacity to study and respond to links between Arctic change and North America’s East Coast, with a particular focus on the North Atlantic, New England, and the Gulf of Maine.

For more information, contact katharine.duderstadt@unh.edu
https://mypages.unh.edu/ne-arctic-convergence
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